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1. LCD7 editor overview

The LCD7 Editor is a dedicated software for configuring the 7-inch screen in DALI control system.
Note: The 7-inch screen will be abbreviated as LCD7 below.

2. Operation environment

 PC and Windows 7 or above operating system.
 DALI system, which consists of DALI PS (DALI Bus Power Supply), Control Gears and Control Devices.
 LCD7 can choose different line connections depending on the type of gateway. For DALI systems, only DALI

Bus and DALI WIFI are supported now.

DALI System Composition Diagram
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3. Active window

Take LCD7 editor V1.3.0.2 as an example. Actual appearance may be different from the
following picture according to different versions used.

Table 1: Active window parts description
Parts Description

1. Menu Bar
Contains “Project”, “Gateway configuration”,“USB interface
settings”,“Language” and “About”.

2. Label Label for Keey-Bus project file imported.
3. Background color
adjustment bar

Adjustment bar for Background color.

4. Simulation diagram Show simulation diagram.
5. Area creation Create control areas for different real spaces.
6. Control button function
table

Function parameters of the control button
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4. Menu bar

4.1 Project menu

Table 2: Project Menu description
Parts Description
1. New Project Create a new project.
2. Open Open a project file that has already been created.
3. Open Demo Open a project file of demo.
4. Save Save the project file with the original name.
5. Save as. Save the project file with the new name.
6. Sync to a 7-inch screen Synchronize data to a LCD7.
7.Export seven-inch
screen file

Export data for LCD7.

8.Import Keey-Bus project
files

Import Keey-Bus project files for the project.

9.Upload the project file of
the device

Upload the project file of the device

4.1.1 New Project
You can create a new project by “New Project” . After that,you can do other configuration such as
gateway,scene and device configuration.

4.1.2 Open
You can open a project file by “Open” that has already been created. After that,you can change the
configuration.

4.1.3 Open Demo
You can open a project file of demo by “Open Demo”.After that,you can change the configuration
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for saving as your new project or learn how to set the button function.

4.1.4 Save
After changing the configuration,you can save the project file with the original name by “Save”.

4.1.5 Save as.
After changing the configuration,you can save the project file with the new name by “Save as.”.

4.1.6 Sync to a 7-inch screen.
After finishing the configuration,you can Synchronize data to a LCD7 by “Sync to a 7-inch
screen”.

4.1.7 Export seven-inch screen file.
After finishing the configuration,you can export data for LCD7 by “Export seven-inch screen
file”.

4.1.8 Import Keey-Bus project files.
If you want to import Keey-Bus project files for the project,you can use “Import Keey-Bus project
files.”.After you have imported Keey-Bus project files,you can see the name of Keey-Bus project
files in the label.

4.1.9 Upload the project file of the device.
After you want to know the configuration of the LCD7,you can upload the project file of the
device for LCD7 by “Upload the project file of the device”.

4.2 Gateway configuration

You can create one or more gateway for the control system.But you must have one.
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4.2.1 Interface and description.
Table 3: function description of main interface for gateway configuration
Parts Description
1. Add Add a new gateway.
2. Edit edit a gateway that has already been created.
3. Delete delete a gateway that has already been created.

4. Search DALI WIFI
Search Dali wifi that has already been handed in the same
net.

5. Quit Quit the interface.
6. Specify the IP address
range

Specify the IP address range,but the range must be
between 1-254.

7.Default IP address
range

Default IP address range without change.

8.Specify the port number
Specify the port number,but the port number must be
between 0-65535.

9.Default the port number Default the port number without change.

4.2.2 Configuration.

Step 1: Click the ”Gateway configuration”, you can call the interface of ”Gateway configuration”.
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Step 2: You can add , edit or delete a gateway here.
The configuration process for “Add” is shown in the figure below.

Notes:
There are five types of gateways. For DALI systems, only DALI Bus and DALI WIFI are
supported now.
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4.3 USB Interface settings

If USB interface communication of some computer is not good, you can adjust the speed of USB
interface communication.For a general computer, you don't have to do this.

4.4 Language

Only 中文(Chinese) and English are supported now. When you start the software,it would choose
the language by your system’s language, also you can change it by this.

4.5 About

You can get some information about version such as Software version,Project file version and
LCD7 data file version.
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5. Label for Keey Bus project file imported.

After you have imported Keey-Bus project files,you can see the name of Keey-Bus project files in
the label.

6. Background color adjustment bar.

If the background of the simulation interface is similar to the imported drawing color, it will affect
the simulation effect, and the design engineer can modify the background color through the
background color adjustment bar.
Before adjustment:
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After adjustment:

7. Simulation diagram

If you want to achieve the simulation effect, you can import the simulation diagram.If you want to
know how to import the simulation diagram, please see the 8 Area creation.

8. Area creation

For example, in a commercial house, each independent space (such as a hall, dining room, master
room, guest room, toilet, etc.) has its own specific control panel. If it is necessary to clearly
control different areas in the same control panel, different spaces must be created for Scene or
device list control.

8.1 Interface and description.

Table 4: function description of interface for Area creation
Parts Description

1.Create a new area
After clicking it,you can get into the main interface for Area
creation.

2. Serial number If you have the same name of area in the same LCD7,you
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can use the serial number to distinguish them.
3. name Name of the area.
4. Traditional Chinese
name

Name a traditional Chinese name

5. Simplified Chinese
name

Name a simplified Chinese name

6. DXF file If you need to import a simulation, you must import both the
DXF file and WMF file first . Please refer to the KEEY BUS
manual for specifications of DXF and WMF
documentation.Of course, if you don't need simulation, this
can be ignored.

7.WMF file

8.Loading data in the
background

Loading the data in the background or not.

8.2 How to create a new area.

Step 1: Click the area of “Create a new area” first,the main interface for Area creation would be
showed.

Step 2: Change the parameter of main interface what you want.
Step 3: Click “Confirm” for finishing the creation.
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9. Control button function table

The control button is currently divided into a scene list and a device list.

9.1 Scene List

You can add scene buttons or modify the scene button you have created in the scene list.

9.1.1 add a scene button
Step 1: You can drag the scene list to the end, then double-click the last line (or click the last
line ,right click and choose “Edit”).

Step 2: Configure the parameter for the scene button.
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Table 5: function description of interface for Scene list
Parts Description

1. Serial number
The serial number is the order of the buttons and
corresponds to LCD7.

2. Scene type
There are five scene types such as “standard type”,
“maximum brightness”, “minimum brightness”, “off” and
“Enter the specified brightness”.

3. Scene number/Power
level

“Scene number” (0-15) corresponds to the “standard type”,
and “Power level” (0-254 level) corresponds to the “Enter
the specified brightness”. Other scene type will not be set
by default.

4. Scene adjustable type
There are four scene adjustable types such as
“unadjustable”, “adjustable brightness”,“ adjustable
CCT(KEEY)” and “adjustable CCT(Standard)”.

5. Gateway
Select one or more gateway for the scene button.This is
very important and necessary.

6. Address type
There are three address types such as “Independent”,
“Broadcast” and “Group” that corresponds to the DALI
standard.

7. Address
If “Address type” is “Independent”,the range is 0-63.
If “Address type” is “Group”,the range is 0-15.
If “Address type” is “Broadcast”,it is default.

8.Foreign name Name a foreign name for the scene button.
9. Traditional Chinese
name

Name a traditional Chinese name for the scene button.

10. Simplified Chinese
name

Name a simplified Chinese name for the scene button.

11.Icon
Choose a icon for the scene button.The template is already
stored by type, and you can select the appropriate icon
based on the type.

12.Background color
The background color is relative to the icon, mainly to adjust
the display effect that is more suitable for you.

Step 3:Click “Confirm” for finishing the creation.

9.1.2 delete scene button
Step 1: You can drag the position of scene list, click the scene button you want to delete.
Step 2: Right click and choose “Delete”.

9.1.3 edit scene button
Step 1: You can drag the position of scene list, then double-click the scene you want to edit (or
click the last line ,right click and choose “Edit”).
Step 2: Modify settings according to your needs.
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Step 3:Click “Confirm” for finishing the edition.

9.1.4 Batch editing for scene buttons
You can batch editing for scene buttons.
Step 1: Tap to the scene list,right click and choose “Batch editing”.
Step 2: Modify settings according to your needs.
Note:The parameters are consistent with Table 5.
Step 3: Click “Confirm” for finishing the edition.

9.2 Device List

You can add device buttons or modify the device button you have created in the device list.
Note: Lamps and curtains will automatically be displayed in two columns in LCD7.

9.2.1 add a device button
Step 1: You can drag the device list to the end, then double-click the last line (or click the last
line ,right click and choose “Edit”).

Step 2: Configure the parameter for the device button.
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Table 6: function description of interface for device button
Parts Description

1.Serial number
The serial number is the order of the buttons and
corresponds to LCD7.

2. Equipment type
There are six equipment types such as “air conditioner”,
“Curtain”, “Shutter”, “A.C.Switch”, “Adjustable brightness
lamp” and “Adjustable CCT lamp” .

3. Gateway
Select one or more gateway for the device button.This is
very important and necessary.

4. Address type
There are three address types such as “Independent”,
“Broadcast” and “Group” that corresponds to the DALI
standard.

5.Address
If “Address type” is “Independent”,the range is 0-63.
If “Address type” is “Group”,the range is 0-15.
If “Address type” is “Broadcast”,it is default.

6.Foreign name Name a foreign name for the device button.
7. Traditional Chinese
name

Name a traditional Chinese name for the device button.

8. Simplified Chinese
name

Name a simplified Chinese name for the device button.

9.Icon
Choose a icon for the device button.The template is already
stored by type, and you can select the appropriate icon
based on the type.

10.Background color
The background color is relative to the icon, mainly to adjust
the display effect that is more suitable for you.

Step 3:Click “Confirm” for finishing the creation.
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9.2.2 delete device button
Step 1: You can drag the position of device list, click the device button you want to delete.
Step 2: Right click and choose “Delete”.

9.2.3 edit device button
Step 1: You can drag the position of device list, then double-click the device you want to edit (or
click the last line ,right click and choose “Edit”).
Step 2: Modify settings according to your needs.
Step 3:Click “Confirm” for finishing the edition.

9.2.4 Batch editing for device buttons
You can batch editing for device buttons.
Step 1:Tap to the device list,right click and choose “Batch editing”.
Step 2:Modify settings according to your needs.
Note:The parameters are consistent with Table 6.
Step 3:Click “Confirm” for finishing the edition.

10. General configuration process of Project file

Step 1: Create a new project file by “New Project”.
Step 2: If you have finished Keey-Bus project file,please import Keey-Bus project file.Also you

can ignore it.
Step 3: Add some gateways for scene buttons and device buttons.
Step 4: Create new areas.
Step 5: Create some scene buttons and device buttons as your wish.
Step 6: Save your project.
Step 7: Synchronize data to a LCD7.
Step 8: Finish.
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Appendix: Instructions for use of KeeyBusPAD2

1. Installation of KeeyBusPAD2
Step 1: Find the path to the APK installation file.
Note: The storage path of each user may be different.

Step 2: Click the APK file.
Step 3: Follow the process below to install.
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2. Interface introduction
The main interface is designed by area , type and bar. Different areas may be clicked on
the top side to switch. Different Columns may be clicked on the left side to switch.

2.1 Language
If you want to change the language,please follow the step:
Step 1: Click the “Language” and call the Switching interface for language.

Step 2: Select the language you want.
Step 3: Wait a moment, the software will automatically switch the language.

2.2 Area Column
If you want to change the control area,please follow the step:

Step 1: Click the drop-down arrow on the right.
Step 2: Click the desired area name.

2.3 Function Column
The function Column are divided into 6 sections, including scenes, device, curtain, air
conditioning, weather and music.If you want to hide or show a section, you can modify it
from the settings.

6
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If you want which section,please switch to different sections with a single click.
2.3.1 Scene section
The scene section corresponds to the Scene list of LCD7 Editor.
The control type of 3 in the figure below is consistent with the “scene adjustable type”.

2.3.2 Device section
The device section corresponds to the Device list of LCD7 Editor except for curtains and
air conditionings.
The control type of 3 in the figure below is consistent with the “Equipment type”.Zone 3 is
uncontrollable if the lamp is not turned on.
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2.3.3 Curtain section
The Curtain section corresponds to the curtains in Device list of LCD7 Editor.
The control type of 3 in the figure below is consistent with the “Equipment type” of
“Curtain”.

2.3.4 AC section
The AC section corresponds to the air conditionings in Device list of LCD7 Editor..
The control type of 3 in the figure below is consistent with the “Equipment type” of “Air
conditioning”.Zone 3 is uncontrollable if the air conditioning is not turned on.
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2.3.5 Weather section
If you want to know the weather and calendar, you can switch to the weather section.

2.3.6 music section
This feature is available for high-end venues where background music is required.
However, only the DLNA and Auxdi protocol modes are currently supported.
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2.4 Settings
Here's how to switch to the settings interface:
Step 1: Click the gear icon in the top right corner.
Step 2: Switch to the section you want.

2.4.1 WLAN Configuration
This section has the same function as the system WLAN.You can turn off the wireless
network or switch networks.
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2.4.2 Settings of Scene section

Table 7: function description of interface for settings of Scene section
Parts Description
1.Homepage Scene section is visible or not in the homepage.
2. Style Linear or Grid.
3. Address Address is visible or not.

4.State The state is visible or not.

2.4.3 Settings of Device section

Table 8: function description of interface for settings of Device section
Parts Description
1.Homepage Device section is visible or not in the homepage.
2. Style Linear or Grid.
3. Address Address is visible or not.

4.Brightness The brightness is visible or not.
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2.4.4 Settings of Curtain section

Table 9: function description of interface for settings of Curtain section
Parts Description
1.Homepage Curtain section is visible or not in the homepage.
2. Style Linear or Grid.
3. Address Address is visible or not.

4.Levels The Levels are visible or not.

2.4.5 Settings of AC section

Table 10: function description of interface for settings of AC section
Parts Description
1.Homepage AC section is visible or not in the homepage.
2. Style Linear or Grid.
3. Address Address is visible or not.

4.State The State is visible or not.

5.AC master The AC master is visible or not.
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2.4.6 Timing
You can new a timer for you by “NEW”.Similarly, you can turn on, off, modify, and delete
timers that have already been created.

Table 11: function description of interface for settings of timer
Parts Description
1.Time Time setting for trigger command
2. Target Consistent with the DALI standard
3. Command Consistent with the DALI standard

2.4.7 About
After clicking “About”, you can get some information about IP, MAC, Document version
and software version. Also you can check update and load local data.
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